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The problem
Despite 95% of organizations planning to use AI by 2025*, many will face issues implementating it

➔ Third-party AI solutions are 
targeting organizations that 
has data scientists and are 
costing up to $200K for a 
proof of concept

Financial Technical Operational 

➔ Organizations struggle to 
leverage AI due to lack
of techniques expertise

➔ Organizations struggle to 
connect with academics that
are building and training on 
latest of AI technologies

*Source : McKinsey 



Our solution
Helping organizations with any skill set build the custom AI models they need

Automated AI models
Code-free solution that 
reduces need for data 

scientists 

Unlock the middle pathway
Build custom AI models using our 
data scientists community through 

competitions

Customized AI models
Build advanced AI Models 

from scratch using our tools 
and computational resources
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Our Platform

Win cash prizes

Find jobs in AI

1000+ Data Scientists 
Researchers, students, etc

Compete to solve complex 
data modelling problems

We provide a web platform that connects businesses with
the academic world, through data science competitions.

Collaborate with the 
Academic world

Increase visibility of the Brand in 
AI ecosystem

Create tailored AI Model 

Hire Future Proof Data 
Scientists

ORGANIZATIONS ACADEMICS



Customer Journey with Trustii.io

Prototyping and 
Testing

Advanced Predictive 
Modeling

Evaluation and 
deployment 

Drag and Drop the Dataset into Trustii platform, and 
define what he would like to predict

Customer Uploads his Dataset

Through Trustii’s data scientists community competition 
or using our development & computing environment

Building Best Custom AI Model

Run the model on our platform and test your 
analytics use case and re-iterate.

Trustii delivers quickly a basic AI Model

Download the source code and documentation of the 
best model, and evaluate performance vs expectations

Evaluate the result of the modeling

Deploy the Model and Generate Insights
We help the customer deploy the best model at his preferred 

environment, at Trustii platform or his own cloud

We help the customer prepare a Dataset
Making sure the dataset has the right features, 
and a target to predict
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Building blocks of Trustii.io offering

Use Case 
Definition Data Preparation ML Model Development ML Model 

Deployment
Analytics & 

Insights
Your Project 

Lifecycle

Trustii Data Scientists
Consulting on all the stages of a data analytics project

Trustii Platform
Fully Managed SaaS Platform

Auto ML

Data Challenge

Notebook
GPU / 
CPU

Machine 
Learning

Model as a Service
Predictions (UI & 

API)
Dataset (CSV, 

Images)

Data Ingestion
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Case Study : Strasbourg University Hospital
Helping them to build AI solution that diagnosis rare diseases from oral expressions

1. Tailored AI Consulting 

2. Better Data confidentiality

3. Cost effective

4. Smooth Collaboration with
academics

Why they chosen
Trustii.io ?
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Sign today at Trustii.io

Thank you !


